








The plan for tasks 26-31

• 1. Read the text to understand its main idea.

• 2. Define parts of speech of missing words.

• 3. Use appropriate affixes (a prefix or a 

suffix) to make new words.

• 4. Reread the text to check yourself.



hippo

incomprehensibility



incomprehensibility

incomprehensible

comprehend

comprehensible

comprehensive

incomprehension

comprehension



Consolidation Class 

“Word Formation”

1. Self-test work (1-st attempt).

2. Work check-up (according to the model with 

correct answers).

3. Analysis (translation, revising the rules of using 

affixes, spelling, parts of speech).

4. Self-test work (2-nd attempt).

5. Reflexion.

5 4 3



Self-test Work (1-st attempt)

A Hurricane Can Bring Lots of Harm

Just as Hurricane Ike was about to strike the  southern

26 Bahamian island of Great Inagua its _____ of flamingoes     POPULATE 

27 began to _____  . The island is often visited by                      APPEAR

28  numerous _____ who come to watch in                                  TOUR

29 _____ 60 thousand strong  flamingo birds. Before                 ADMIRE

Hurricane Ike hit the island most of the birds began their

30 _____ to some unknown parts. After the storm thirty              EVACUATE

31 _____ flamingoes were found dead. Some of the birds            BEAUTY

returned to the island but over 55 thousand are still missing.



Self-test Work (1-st attempt)

A Hurricane Can Bring Lots of Harm

Just as Hurricane Ike was about to strike the  southern

26Bahamian island of Great Inagua its population of flamingoes POPULATE

27 began to disappear. The island is often visited by                  APPEAR

28 numerous tourists who come to watch in                                TOUR

29 admiration 60 thousand strong  flamingo birds. Before         ADMIRE

Hurricane Ike hit the island most of the birds began their

30   evacuation to some unknown parts. After the storm thirty     EVACUATE

31   beautiful  flamingoes were found dead. Some of the birds    BEAUTY

returned to the island but over 55 thousand are still missing.



Decide what part of speech should be 

used in each gap

26 ______

27 ______

28 ______

29 ______

30 ______

31 ______

noun

adverb

adjective

gerund

pronoun



Complete the table

verb noun adjective

populate

appear

tour

admire

evacuate

beauty



Choose the appropriate word

• 1. The list of environmental problems also includes growth of 

populate/population.

• 2. Her appear/appearance/disappear was rather strange.

• 3. Tourism/tourist is very  popular in this country.

• 4. In autumn you can walk in the forest and look  with 

admired/admiration at the yellow-reddish leaves.

• 5. The whole population/populated of the village was 

evacuated/evacuation because of the flood.

• 6. Beauty/beautiful  will save the world.



Match a prefix with the meaning it 

adds to a verb

• re- Indicates that something is in excess.

• co- Indicates that something is badly done or incorrect.

• mis- Indicates that something is done again, repetition.

• under- Indicates cooperation.

• over- Indicates that something is lacking, isn’t sufficient.



Make new words from the given verbs 

and translate them

• Re- co- mis- under- over-

• exist _________________

• understand ____________

• gain _________________

• trust  _________________

• cook _________________

• develop _______________

• build _________________

• place _________________



Put affixes in the right column and 

give examples

• -ness, -less, -y, -ly, -tive, -ance/ence, -tion, 

• -ary, -able, -ify, -ise, -en

Noun Adjective Verb Adverb



Make as many words as you can

Prefix Base Word Suffix

dis-

un-

in-

excite 

appoint 

honest 

patient 

success 

direct

kind 

profit 

help 

friend 

luck 

like

-ful

–less 

–able 

–ly

-y  

-ship

–ment

–ness

-ion



Match a prefix and a word

il-

re-

under-

sub-

un-

ir-

ex-

dis-

organized 

responsible 

write

line

legal

titles 

comfortable

estimate

wife



Self-test Work (2-nd attempt)

26 Before the ______ of the hot air balloon, no human had ever      INVENT

27 successfully flown above the ground. Two _____ brothers,          FRANCE

Josef and Etienne Montgolfer, were resposible for designing

28 the world’s first hot air balloon. The first successful _____         FLY

was in 1783, and the Montgolfer brothers immediately 

29 became _____ throughout the world. The design of hot               FAME

30 air balloon is based on the _____ law that hot air rises.               SCIENCE

31 A burner at the bottom of the balloon provides the _____ .        HOT   

As the air inside the balloon gets hotter, the balloon takes off.



Work Check-up (2-nd attempt)

26 Before the INVENTION of the hot air balloon, no human had ever

27 successfully flown above the ground. Two FRENCH brothers,          

Josef and Etienne Montgolfer, were responsible for designing

28 the world’s first hot air balloon. The first successful FLIGHT

was in 1783, and the Montgolfer brothers immediately 

29 became F AMOUS throughout the world. The design of hot

30 air balloon is based on the SCIENTIFIC law that hot air rises.               

31 A burner at the bottom of the balloon provides the HEAT. 

As the air inside the balloon gets hotter, the balloon takes off.




